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In Response to Guidewire Entrapped in the Right Ventricle: A Rare Complication of Hemodialysis Catheter Insertion
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ABSTRACT

Verma et al. meticulously prevented the further complications once they recognize the entrapped guidewire in the right ventricle. Authors were very correct to mention overzealous insertion of the guidewire without watching the monitor, which may lead to such complications; however, every time monitor is not available for assistance. The Seldinger technique is routinely used for inserting central venous (CV) and hemodialysis (HD) catheters; however, both are different entities and their designs and lengths including of their guidewire vary. The length of the guidewire supplied with the most of the commercially available CVC sets in adult is about 45 cm while those of nontunneled HDC sets is about 70 cm for smooth insertion of the catheter over guidewire. Its helps us in better understanding the situation, if Verma et al. describe the type and make of the HD catheter they had selected for insertion.1

The insertion of an excessive length of guidewire during central venous catheterization is the culprit for most of the guidewire-related complications. Many reasons stand behind this faulty practice including not knowing its dangerous implications, fear of losing vascular access, absence of marks on the guidewire, and concerns over contamination of the proximal end of the wire.2 The practice of introducing only the length of guidewire necessary to ensure vascular access (i.e., “safe length”) is one way to reduce or eliminate the risk of entrapment resulting from looping or knotting of the guidewire. Most guidewires come with marking; before inserting the guidewire, required length is calculated using the Pere formula, landmark or EC–ECG, or keeping in mind the simple fact that the upper limit of safe guidewire insertion in an adult patient from venous puncture point is about 60–70 cm, which might help avoid these complications. Rufener et al. evaluated 30 commonly used central venous catheter kits and found a mismatch between guidewire and catheter length and a general lack of guidewire markings and standardization of the evaluated kits. To prevent such type of complications, manufactures should standardize guidewire distance markings and prepare guidewires specific for each kit, while operator should choose a catheter kit without guidewire length discrepancies and most importantly adhere to the safe length during insertion.3

Sir,

Verma et al. meticulously prevented the further complications once they recognize the entrapped guidewire in the right ventricle. Authors were very correct to mention overzealous insertion of the guidewire without watching the monitor, which may lead to such complications; however, every time monitor is not available for assistance. The Seldinger technique is routinely used for inserting central venous (CV) and hemodialysis (HD) catheters; however, both are different entities and their designs and lengths including of their guidewire vary. The length of the guidewire supplied with the most of the commercially available CVC sets in adult is about 45 cm while those of nontunneled HDC sets is about 70 cm for smooth insertion of the catheter over guidewire. Its helps us in better understanding the situation, if Verma et al. describe the type and make of the HD catheter they had selected for insertion.1

The insertion of an excessive length of guidewire during central venous catheterization is the culprit for most of the guidewire-related complications. Many reasons stand behind this faulty practice including not knowing its dangerous implications, fear of losing vascular access, absence of marks on the guidewire, and concerns over contamination of the proximal end of the wire.2 The practice of introducing only the length of guidewire necessary to ensure vascular access (i.e., “safe length”) is one way to reduce or eliminate the risk of entrapment resulting from looping or knotting of the guidewire. Most guidewires come with marking; before inserting the guidewire, required length is calculated using the Pere formula, landmark or EC–ECG, or keeping in mind the simple fact that the upper limit of safe guidewire insertion in an adult patient from venous puncture point is about 60–70 cm, which might help avoid these complications. Rufener et al. evaluated 30 commonly used central venous catheter kits and found a mismatch between guidewire and catheter length and a general lack of guidewire markings and standardization of the evaluated kits. To prevent such type of complications, manufactures should standardize guidewire distance markings and prepare guidewires specific for each kit, while operator should choose a catheter kit without guidewire length discrepancies and most importantly adhere to the safe length during insertion.3

In summary, the ST is routinely used for inserting CV and HD catheters; however, both are different entities and their designs and lengths including of their guidewire vary. During guidewire insertions, simply adhering to the safe length may prevent or minimize many guidewire-related complications.
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However, in spite of all precautions, unfortunately if guidewire is entrapped during central venous cannulation, Unnikrishnan et al. have devised a very simple traction-less technique for retrieval of stuck guidewire. In their technique, the guidewire is firmly held by three (middle, ring, and little) fingers against the palm while applying a forward force on the guidewire with the thumb and index finger of the same hand. This maneuver will straighten the J-tip without needing a traction force on the guidewire for its retrieval. This technique not only avoids the guidewire-related complications but also preserves the “memory” of the J-tip for its reinsertion and avoids relocation of the vein.4
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